“There in front of us, glinting in the
morning light, we saw the ocean,
the rocky shore, and in the distance,
winking in the sunshine, the glass
towers of Cape Town. Although it was
surely an illusion, the city, with Table
Mountain looming behind it, looked
agonizingly close, as though one could
almost reach out and grasp it.”
-Nelson Mandela

Reach out
and grasp it

zine by

MOPE

#PrisonsKill is a media project envisioned by an incarcerated journalist and
facilitated by outside comrades. Using Twitter, SoundCloud, a website, and
paper zines, currently and formerly incarcerated people as well as their loved
ones are sharing accounts of the abuses they have witnessed, experienced, and
survived behind prison walls. Our goal is to expand abolitionist consciousness
and demonstrate, as our founder wrote,“how prisons are inherent death traps,
how they been letting us die before Covid-19, and [how] that will continue to be
so until we let this system die.”
Submission Guidelines
• We believe directly impacted people are best equipped to discuss incarceration
and that there is immense beauty and power in sharing these accounts on their
terms. We are most encouraging accounts of the experience of incarceration
that help to illustrate larger injustices and further the goal of abolition.
• We recognize the integral role of Amerikkkan mass media narratives in the rise
of the carceral state and totally reject mass media representations of prisons,
that force people to give their government names, label incarcerated people as
“criminals” or “terrorists,” and use the charges levied by the state as a way to
delegitimize grievances.
• We strive to use person-centric language like “incarcerated people” rather
than State words like “inmate,” “felon,” or “prisoner.” This is similar to using
“enslaved person” rather than saying “slave.”
• We believe all writing should be accessible to everyone, so we encourage
people to write the way they speak, rather than the intentionally convoluted
and often incomprehensible style of “academic writing.”
• We believe journalistic accounts can be conveyed in many forms including
poetry and encourage all the imagination possible in writing style.
• We encourage stories that show how incarcerated people help each other
survive, rejecting the false narrative that guards keep incarcerated people safe
from each other.
• We find no place for racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia and all other
forms of chauvinism.
• We reserve the right not to publish pieces we think do not think fit these
guidelines.
Send submissions to:
Albert Jackson
P.O. Box 863
50 US Highway 46
Pine Brook, NJ 07058-9998
All of our work so far can be accessed at prisonskill.wordpress.com. If you get in
contact, please let us know your pronouns and preferences for anonymity. We are
looking forward to learning from and building with you. #PrisonsKill

Justice Should be
Justice should be
equal & fair to heal & repair
but it feels cold like
it’s just ice.
Or is it just us?
Divided by rich & poor
Black & white.
I remember standing in
school everyday with
my hand over my heart
repeating
“liberty & justice for all”
before learning the history
of failure; of not living
up to that pledge.
Injustice means
it can fail u too.
If u harm me & someone
harms u how
does that help me?
I don’t just want u
to feel my pain.
I just want my pain
to stop.

I just want the loss
returned; just the broken
repaired.
I just want to know we
are safe.
Not just more prisons full
of people just watching
TV & just working
out & just getting
bigger & stronger;
just not having an education
or a job or a plan
or a chance.
Just waiting to get free
to come home.
Has their pain stopped?
Are they healed?
Are they more just?
or unjust?
or just more…?
I just want this world
to be more
just
for all of us.
Equal & fair to heal & repair.

R. Ya’iyr Carter

#PrisonsKill
Cover Image: Taken on Robben Island oﬀ the southern coast of South Africa by one of the outside
organizers of #PrisonsKill. Robben Island was the site of a nefarious prison where the apartheid state
caged its Black political prisoners among them Nelson Mandela. An unknown number of political
prisoners disappeared there and today signs on the island say they are still looking for information
about these missing people. No one is, or every will be again, incarcerated on Robben Island and some
of the survivors give tours, sharing their experiences and teaching people from all around the world
about the evils of torture and racism.
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months after that, but the doctors told me that I should not have been working
out during that time, due to it being a “floating clot.”
So, had I never been persistent and never gone to NCJ, I may have died and if
I had followed the physician assistant’s instruction at Frackville to “keep working
out,” I would have died and SCI-Greene’s medical staﬀ never even saw me.
I can only think my mother’s spirit had her hand on my leg from September
1st, 2019 through September 26th, 2019.
A little background information- I’ve been in solitary confinement since
September 26th, 2017 and as active as I am, I still think that sitting in the hole
for so long is how I got that clot.
Also, I was going to NCJ for an allegation of assault against a c/o at Coal
Township on September 26th, 2017, which is why I’ve been in the hole so
long. That criminal case was settled with a no contest plea of 15 to 30 months
concurrent.
My lawsuit for that same September 26th, 2017 incident is still pending. Just
reached summary judgement (see: Walker v. Studlack/DOC# 1:17-CV-2371/
Middle District of Pennsylvania/ Judge John E. Jones, III. I’m pro se [meaning
that Indy is litigating on his own behalf rather than using other legal counsel].
Eventually I’m going to file a suit against SCI-Greene for medical deliberate
indiﬀerence. I’m still suﬀering residual side eﬀects, which I believe could’ve been
avoided I had been seen by SCI-Green medical staﬀ on September 1st, 2019.
This just goes to show you how little our lives matter to the D.O.C. I’ve
exhausted all my remedies, but I won’t file the suit until I finish my excessive
force lawsuit.
I just hope all my fellow captives learn from this. Don’t leave your health
up to them. If you feel something is wrong, stay at it until you get help.
#PrisonerLivesMatterToo
Follow me on Twitter @AntoineIndy– my page is dedicated to Prison
Abolition and LGBT Activism. My blog- Thoughts from Solitary- will be up and
running soon. Feel free to join in.
In Power, Struggle, and Solidarity from Solitary,
-Indy-

you have to act as if it were possible
to radically transform the world.
And you have to do it all the time.
-Angela davis
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6 years with my
brother jon
R. Ya’iyr Carter
In 2014 I met D-Boi playing poker in the yard. He was into sports and bets;
basketball, football, tickets, fantasy sports, dominoes, chess, cee-lo, you name
it. He was competitive and talked a lot of shit. We weren’t close right away and
didn’t spend much time around each other. But in 2016, after a conversation in
the library, D-Boi got me a job with him in the paint shop. We were a two-man
team. He trained me in powder coating and all the do’s and don’ts of the prison
industrial factory. We shared our experiences growing up with single moms who
were white women raising Black sons. We traded recipes, battling over who could
make the best lasagna or cheesecake. We constructed workouts intended to break
the will — or build a better man.
In 2017 D-Boi started taking “InsideOut” college courses that were oﬀered
by the University of Pittsburgh. Right away he encouraged me to give it a shot.
He told me about the transformative experience of the classes; the feeling of
community with the professors and “outside” students who came in here to learn
with men behind bars. In class he went by his government name: Jon.
Our conversations at work and in the library began to shift to topics like
education and social justice. It was when I finally signed up for those courses
that I discovered writing. Jon saw my new interest and took me under his wing. I
hadn’t known that Jon wrote novels, poetry and plays. He mentored me, pushing
me to strive toward my highest potential despite the confines of these walls.
Prison is a place of hunger, danger and loneliness. In this place, a true friend
is a brother. In 2019 my brother Jon and I collaborated on a cookbook because
we wanted to share our love of turning bland commissary items into five-star
cuisine. We finished the book in February 2020 just before Corona virus flipped
the world on its head. The lockdown that ensued cut our communication a lot,
but we still stayed in touch. We sent emails to my mom who relayed them for us.
Jon was still sending encouragement and culinary experiments until his last email
on October 29, 2020: Waddup doe?…
Damn my ng, what it do? man dats some BS, homie… they done did my
ninja dirty… said u was on bblk but I ain’t see ya bcuz I was in quarantine…
yeah ya boi tore up homie they got a case on they hands… went out n got my
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MRI, comes back that I got Disc protrusions L4, L5, & L5/s1, which needs
immediate surgery if I want to continue to be able to walk… they scheduled me for
a consultation then surgery… man I got hit w/so much stuﬀ in the past month…
first oﬀ went out on Oct. 7th to AGH for MRI, soon as I got back from trip felt
sick… nose & throat irritation… fever set in day three… I’m talking cold sweats
and night chills… every morning when I got up my clothes were soaked, I mean
to the point where I could wring them out bro, listen man I was sweating so bad
at night that one day I lifted my mat to get a rice bag to make some hot water
and it was flooded underneath like I’d pissed the bed for a week straight(crazy)…
then like day 5 of quarantine tore my calf muscle, don’t ask cuz I don’t even know
bro… calf swole up like a bowling pin, huge, looked like it was going to burst…
couldn’t walk nothing… as days went on the swelling traveled down my Achilles
& wrapped around my foot, toes looked like pigs in a blanket (lol)… it was like
that throughout the remainder of quarantine…the day I get oﬀ quarantine I’m
putting my stuﬀ in the cart an BAM!, my back slips, it took every ounce of me not
to cry… so now I go back to TC… a couple of days pass and the swelling subsides
but the pain has moved up my inner thigh muscle through my groin and to my
right ball, yeah bro just my right ball I mean like the nerve of this thing right?
still having night sweats(da Rona), torn calf, and slipped back, I’m bed ridden,
losing functionality of my right leg they put on btm tier/btm bank status& in a
wheelchair… I’ve had no appetite for weeks lost@least30lbs &haven’t slept for
more than 20min intervals for ovr 23 days… down bad, so wassup w/u…
I didn’t receive that email until November 4th. When I tried to respond, my
mom couldn’t find Jon in the system. Over the next few days I learned that he
went to the hospital to get surgery on his back, but never returned to the prison.
Oﬃcials tell the story that Jon had a successful procedure, and then died from
blood clots. But there’s no way to know what really happened to him.
The state of Pennsylvania captured and imprisoned Jon when he was 27 over
a decade ago. He was slated to be released in 2021. His death hit me hard. I can
only imagine the devastation his wife and children must be feeling. They had
been excited about being reunited soon. He was extremely proud of his kids and
couldn’t wait to spend time with them again.
My brother Jonathan Brown was a father, a mentor, and a loyal comrade in
this dark place. He will never be forgotten. I’m eternally grateful for the impact
he had on my life and his memory will continue to inspire me.
The questions we are left with are infuriating. Why wasn’t he given any
treatment, or assistance, when he was ill? Why wasn’t he treated for blood clots
which are known side eﬀects of COVID-19? Could his life have been saved? Or
is this just one more proof showing that Black lives don’t matter in amerika?
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#PrisonsKill
Antoine “Indy” Walker
While in the hole at State Correctional Institute (SCI)-Greene, I found out that
my mother had passed away August 2019 (R.I. Power Kristi Luvenia Walker).
Less than a month later, September 1st, 2019, I noticed sudden pain and
numbness in my left leg. So, I submitted a sick call that night. I was never seen,
which is no surprise because the medical department here ignores sick calls a lot
from guys in the hole. I’m still on that unit, H-C. I’m in cell 2 now. Was in cell 3.
Anyway, by September 9th, 2019, the pain in my leg increased. It was crazy
because when I touched it, I couldn’t exactly feel the touch, but I could feel the
pain inside clearly and my leg was extremely swollen. I’m borderline hypertensive
(according to the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections (D.O.C.)). So,
I thought it was due to my blood pressure. So, I put in another sick call on
September 9th, 2019, but I also notified a correctional oﬃcer (c/o) working my
pod that day.
His name was “Ski.” He claimed to have notified medical and Sergeant
Renner. I still wasn’t seen by the time I was transported for court on September
19th, 2019.
I was held at SCI-Frackville for a few days until Northumberland County
came and got me for court.
My sick call at Frackville was answered, but no
exam was done. I was given Motrin for the pain
and told to “keep working out.”
When NCJ picked me up on September 23rd,
2019, I submitted a sick call about the same
symptoms. A nurse saw me on September 24th,
2019 and guessed that it was D.V.T. [Deep Vein
Thrombosis (DVT) “is a serious condition that
occurs when a blood clot forms in a vein located
deep inside your body” (according to Healthline.
com), but she ordered an ultrasound to verify. On
September 26th, 2019, it was verified that I had a
D.V.T. or a blood clot.
It was actually a “floating clot” and it was in the femoral artery. The lady who
did my ultrasound on my leg said, “Lay very still and don’t move.”
NCJ had me transported to Geisenger Medical Center in Danville, PA. They
verified it and told me I was lucky that the clot didn’t move out of my leg. They
gave me a shot for 4 days called Luvinox and I was on Elliquis for nearly nine

I’ve been in solitary
confinement since
September 26th, 2017
and as active as I
am, I still think that
sitting in the hole
for so long is how I
got that clot.
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To the people’s army: I ask that you show these tyrants here at TOCI
that someone cares enough to be concerned about me, your comrade, Mark
Hinkston.
And any media outlet that’ll speak about or print this story! How long will this
injustice continue? It’s been too long! No justice, no peace! Power to the people.
Reporting live from the other side of America!
Your comrade,
Mustafa
Twitter: https://twitter.com/mark_free
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Free-Big-MarkHinkston-101300991423407
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drawing by Comrade Z
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Tekkk$a$:

Where Black Lives
Have Never Mattered

Comrade Monsour
Comrades, I am oﬀering this piece as a part of the ongoing discussion
surrounding the current socio-political movement in the furtherance of New
Afrikan designation and human rights. Specifically, the topic of defacing or
destroying symbols, statues and institutions representative of oppression and
exploitation. Many people fail to grasp the significance of such actions and thus
incorrectly label such as senseless banditry. That couldn’t be further from the
truth and this essay is written with the intention of telling you why.

Conquest and Historical Markers
Going back since the days of the Roman Empire, which Amerikkka is modeled
after, or maybe further, civilizations have gone through great lengths to create
historical markers to solidify their expansion, exploitation and conquest of
another civilization or nation. These markers are often statues, schools, or some
other cultural identifier. Each and every one of these are instituted as recognition
of one oppressed nation’s subjugation under an oppressor nation.
In this case the so called ‘white’ nation of Amerikkkans is and has been the
oppressor of New Afrikan people. Each and every removal or attempted removal
of these type of symbols indicate, or should indicate, that the masses are not
ignorant as to who is the cause of our misery. Some conscious people feel as
though “What is that gonna solve?” or “That’s not gonna liberate us”. The latter
of which is true. However, the liberation of a colonized or semi-colonized nation
occurs in stages, not one moment.
As to the first question, one must first understand that the oppressed
nationalities or internal semi-colonies within Amerikkka are in the first stage
of liberation. The first stage is characterized by an ongoing war of the people’s
consciousness. Many radical elements often articulate the importance of winning
over the masses. This is because without winning over the masses liberation will
not be possible. For, as often stated, “It is the masses who make history”.
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The Perfect Victims
Mentally-ill prisoners make the “perfect victims” because most them don’t
possess the mental capacity to articulate their issues of abuse and neglect. I’ve
already given you—the people—the facts on a prisoner who hung himself right
here in the RH area. Nothing was done about the role of neglect in the death of
this prisoner. This served as an incident without a victimizer! Although mental
health staﬀ (as caretakers) had a prior knowledge that this prisoner would kill
himself and they allowed him to do it for the sake of seeing if he would!
To these tyrants here at Toledo Correctional Institution, prisoner lives don’t
matter at all!
Since 99.9% of the prisoner class of people are poor, there’s no light being
shone on the abuse that we endure daily!
For example- look at the case of Jeﬀrey Epstein. This very wealthy person
hung himself in lock up and it was world news! It was broadcasted on every
station with a media outlet in existence- Good Morning America, etc. Even Court
TV showed extensive footage about the incident.
The only diﬀerence between the death of Jeﬀrey Epstein and the death of the
prisoner who hung himself was their “financial worth!” They were both humanbeings in lock up! They both committed suicide. However, there was evidence
that the prisoner here was coaxed into the act by prison oﬃcials and mental
health staﬀ. No one cared enough to look into it though!
artwork by @sleepappointment
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Mental Health, Abuse,
and Neglect At Toledo
Correctional

Mark “Mustafa” Hinkston

My name is Mark Hinkston (aka Mustafa) and I’m reporting from the other
side of Amerikkka- from the belly of the beast (here at the Toledo Correctional
Institution)!
On 10-28-2020 mental health staﬀ came to the restrictive housing (RH) unit
where I was being held against my will.
As this mental health physician slid a packet of crossword puzzles into the
crack of the door to the cell where I’m forced to live in. I expressed to her that
was having suicidal thoughts and needed to speak with a mental health staﬀ
member. The mental health staﬀ member began to laugh and walk away, making
jokes about what I expressed to her with a corrupt correctional oﬃcer that’s been
harassing me every chance he gets. [Note: this prison-oﬃcial is unnamed because
he conceals his identity behind a mask and hides his identification badge (or
name tat) in violation of the ODRC’s dress code].
This is “the norm” for this mental health staﬀ worker! And the mental health
administrator knows of this inappropriate, unprofessional behavior, and has
failed to do anything to stop the abuse and neglect of mentally-ill prisoners in the
“care” of mental health staﬀ worker!
A prisoner here was having issues a month ago. He expressed to this mental
health staﬀ worker that he was feeling “disturbed” and would harm himself.
Although he has a history of self-mutilation, this mental health staﬀ worker
walked oﬀ laughing then as well. This prisoner cut his arm wide-open in several
places and as a result, had to be taken to a medical facility outside of the prison.
This incident was brought to the mental health administrator’s attention
shortly afterwards. But instead of the mental health administrator terminating
this ill-mannered, unprofessional individual, she filled out the paperwork to have
the prisoner sent to a residential treatment unit (RTU) and kept the negligent
mental health staﬀ worker here to continue the abuse and neglect of the
prisoners on the mental health caseload.
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So often we get caught up in raising consciousness via literature, panels or
other platforms of dialogue, yet we forget that practice advances consciousness
faster and further than theory. The act of being engaged in such a feat as
dismantling a centuries old statue or the renaming of an institution provides
experience in struggle against the oppressor, the State apparatus which is, of
course, owned and controlled by a predominately, but not exclusively, white
bourgeoisie-capitalist-imperialist class.
With that said, it is of paramount importance that those engaged masses
come to the understanding of WHY such actions are significant and what those
symbols and institutions uphold and represent. It is not merely “racism” that
these symbols and institutions uphold. These sort of “monuments” are symbols
of victory, the victory of war.
When we understand that, we’ll also see that we, New Afrikans, along with
other oppressed nations and our allies, are and have been at war. Such war is due
to our continued colonization here on occupied Turtle Island a.k.a. Amerikkka.
Thus the eradicating of these symbols is a message that we, the people, are
reigniting our oﬀensive in this war. We are erasing that victory and beginning
another battle. This is the understanding we must adopt and promote, for we are
not a conquered people. We are a nation of New Afrikans and a united front of
oppressed people on a move.

Tekkk$a$ and Property
The imperialist state of Tekkk$a$ is the ultimate symbol of white supremacist,
imperialist ideology. When one thinks of Tekkk$a$ often there are thoughts of
“racism”, invasion, theft, corruption and proud arrogance. Many folkkks on the
opposite end of the political spectrum as those who may destroy federal or state
monuments often spew the rhetoric when organizing for counter- insurgency,
that they’re protecting “their” property. Often insurgent types have no property
to protect, which is indicative of the class divide in the U$ Empire, in that it is
predominately dictated by the white Amerikkkan oppressor nation. It is also
of significance to note that not all that long ago New Afrikans were considered
“property” and that the War of 1836, as well as the Civil War, were fought
because white supremacist elements, colonizers and capitalists desired to “protect
property” (New Afrikan slaves).
While it is widely known that Tekkk$a$ is stolen land from Mexico, the white
occupying force has established “property” and institutions in every facet of
society to “Remember the Alamo”. That is, to celebrate the victory of a war of
invasion, theft and imperialist exploitation that was fought not merely or the
right to “independence”, as we’re taught in so called “Texas history” class, but
that war was fought in the defense of the institution of Afrikan and New Afrikan
slavery and white supremacy.
The founding of what we know as Tekkk$a$ dates back to 1821, when
the relatively newly independent Mexican republic granted a petition from
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one Moses Austin, to establish an anglo- Amerikkkan colony in Texas. In
January 1821 the petition was granted. The deal did not make mention of
slavery on either side, yet the colonizers that Moses Austin intended to have
settle in his Texas colony were slave holding anglo-Amerikkkans from the old
KKKonfederate south. Moses, however, would not survive the migration to San
Antonio De Baxar. Therefore the land grant and subsequent oppressor nations’
invasion and colonization of Texas was inherited by Stephen Fuller Austin, his
son.
Stephen F. Austin, then only twenty-eight, was a staunch and avowed white
supremacist. He adhered to the view that Anglo-Saxons were chosen by God to
rule the world, with Afrikan, Asian, and indigenous peoples subjugated under
“white” rule. Austin drew up the plan for the distribution of Tekkk$a$’ land,
which Lester G. Bugbee described in his book Slavery in Texas this way:
“This plan, after making provision for the head of the family and allowing a liberal
portion for the wife and each child, further provided for a grant of eighty acres of
land for each slave belonging to the family. In approving this plan, the government of
Mexico, through its representative in Texas, acquiesced in and substantially encouraged
the introduction of slaves into the new settlement. A great many immigrants found
their way into Texas before the summer of 1822, most of them bearing contracts
signed by Austin or his agents, in which they were promised land in accordance
with the plan already mentioned. They were nearly all from the southern portion of
the United States, and many of them were the owners of at least a small number of
slaves. Thus it was that the institution was introduced into Texas.”
We see here that the colony of Tekkk$a$, which would become its own
KKKountry prior to being one of the United States, was indeed, as the saying
goes, “founded on the backs of Afrikan people”, not merely through the back
breaking slave labor but because New Afrikan and Afrikan slaves were property
that created more property, our people were the capital of the KKKriminals
who founded Tekkk$a$. How many well-to-do anglo-Amerikkkan Tekkk$an
families owe a a large portion of their inter-generational wealth to New Afrikans?
Thus it is rational to state that the expropriation and/or destruction of Tekkk$a$
KKKapital or symbols of imperialist victory, are reparations and righteous,
justified actions when carried out by the oppressed victims (Chicanos, New
Afrikans, Mexicanos, Indigenous) of the Tekkk$a$ occupying force.

Erase a Legacy of Oppression and White Supremacy
In Tekkk$a$ there stand a number of institutions or symbols that uphold the
Tekkk$an legacy of white supremacy, slavery and exploitation. Only naming a
few, of course there is the state’s capital and its largest city named after white
supremacist slave owners, the aforementioned Stephen F Austin and Sam
Houston. There are a number of schools and universities named in honor of
both of these characters. In Houston, the city of the slave owner and a man who
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the Only Ones Who
Are Gonna Keep Us
Safe Is Us

Ajamu

This has been a diﬃcult time in Corcoran Prison, as inmates have been catching
the virus every week it seems, and we’ve had four total deaths so far. When
we first heard of the pandemic, no one was quite worried because we were
concerned for our loved ones in society. We still are, but once it started to hit the
prisons in California, people were a little worried. Once it hit here, I had a front
row seat as I watched nurses come in the building, going to every door where
someone had said they were sick. Then those who hadn’t reported getting sick
were tested, and if a test came back positive, you were quarantined. I watched my
neighbor come out of his cell on a stretcher with an oxygen mask on, en route
to the hospital, then someone from upstairs from me, and another person, and
another. This took place for about a month. After this, we had minimal program
for about two months (only because the COs were tired of doing all the work in
the kitchen) but, we believe that releasing us was done prematurely and 16 COs
tested positive, and now we have two buildings quarantine because some inmates
in those buildings tested positive.
This virus is not going away anytime soon, we inmates are doing our best to
stay healthy so we can be safe. The only ones who are gonna keep us safe is us.
We’re glad you all care about us. We’re thankful, and appreciate it. I will keep in
touch and give you more intel in my next letter. Be well in health.

where life is precious,
life is precious.
-ruth wilson gilmore
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in Tekkk$a$’ gulags, such as our brother Xinachtli (Alvaro Luna Hernandez).
As it stands, the defacing and destroying of institutions, statues and the like
that uphold this ugly legacy of Tekkk$a$ white supremacy and Amerikkkan
imperialism is a conscious act of righteous justice, people’s justice.
As we continue to see in this den of murderers, kidnappers and thieves
(Amerikkka), revolutionary people’s justice is the only justice we can get, for there
is NO JUSTICE ON STOLEN LAND!

REBUILD!

defended white supremacy with his life blood on the battlefield, there is a public
highway named in his honor, the Sam Houston Parkway or Beltway. Houston is
the fourth largest city in occupied Turtle Island. One can only guess the number
of Chicanos and New Afrikans who travel this highway daily, monthly, yearly,
all the while having the arrogant stamp of occupation and slavery looming over
their heads.
Still there are more, such as schools in Houston, by no coincidence in ghettos
and barrios, named in honor of even more white supremacist and defenders
and practitioners of Afrikan slavery (which was outlawed in 1808, but was still
practiced in Tekkk$a$ as an “illegal” smuggling for New Afrikan bodies), such
as provisional President of the KKKonfederacy, Jeﬀerson Davis ( J. Davis High
School), Robert E Lee high school in southwest Houston (named in “honor” of
the infamous general of the KKKonfederacy). There is a Stephen F Austin high
school, a Dick Dowling middle school, attended primarily by New Afrikan kids
from the surrounding ghettos on the south side of Houston, the slave master’s
city. Dick Dowling was a KKKonfederate and slave owner, a white supremacist.
There are more, but for the sake of space and time I’ll stop the list here.
I would like to put forth the notion that Tekkk$a$ youth, radicals, abolitionists
and proclaimed revolutionaries, should organize, mobilize and call for the
renaming of these schools. This call and action should also be directed at the
universities, highway and city names “honoring” these devilish men of the past.
Those who uphold the legacy of slavery of New Afrikan people or the theft and
exploitation of Aztlan have a choice. Rename these institutions at the behest of
the people or have them defaced and destroyed.

More on Tekkk$a$ and Its Legacy of Black Lives Don’t Matter
Tekkk$a$ has had and continues to have a culture that arrogantly upholds all
manner of white supremacy. Tekkk$an$ of the “white” or anglo-Amerikkkan
occupying force have always gone to great lengths to dehumanize New Afrikan,
Chicano and Indigenous people.
After the Haitian revolution ended in 1804 whites feared that a similar mass
slave rebellion could be ignited by New Afrikans in North Amerikkka. The
general public fear was that, if the oppressor nation whites continued unabated
the transportation of Afrikan slaves that New Afrikans would be the dominate
population. To quell such a dreaded reality the “trading” of slaves became illegal
in North Amerikkka in 1808.
Of course, the “law” has never stopped white supremacy, nor the
dehumanization of Afrikans. The east Tekkk$a$ town of Sabine Lake became a
focal point in the “other” underground railroad, the one that led to slavery, not
away from it.
“Many Afrikans brought to Sabine Lake were kidnapped British free men from Barbados,
Afrikan indentured servants from the same region, or were kidnapped from Spanish slave
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ships. James Bowie, later of Alamo fame, realized a $65,000 profit from illegally transporting
and selling 1,500 Afrikans from Sabine Lake into Louisiana.”
“Slave traders like Bowie purchased African-Americans from privateers like Jean Lafitte.
Privateers would capture Spanish slave ships, imprison the Africans in slave pens, such as on
Lafitte’s Galveston Island, Texas stronghold, then sell them to the highest bidder. American
slavers continued the profitable traﬃc in Africans until the end of the Civil War.”

The above two quotes are derived from the book Civil War Slavery and are
also quoted in Tom Big Warrior’s essay ‘The Legal Justification of Slavery in
Amerikkka’. James Bowie is “honored” today in many ways. From the knife
named after him, to the notoriously white supremacist north Tekkk$a$ town
of Bowie, to the recent (2015) placard that was placed upon entering Bowie,
Tekkk$a$, which stated, “Welcome to Bowie, Niggers Not Welcome After Dark.”
Bowie is known for staunch Klan activity. Many active Klansman have
been known to work as prison guards at the James V. Allred Unit in Iowa Park,
Tekkk$a$, where their knack for sadistic, racially motivated acts of hatred go
unseen to the public eye.
Jean Lafitte, the privateer, kidnapper, murderer and slave trader mentioned
above, who held New Afrikans in pens like hogs, was “honored” by having a
housing project in New Orleans named after him. The symbolism shouldn’t be
lost on anyone. A person who had a slave pen to keep New Afrikan bodies in
bondage, his name is representative of a high rise housing project designed for
the housing of New Afrikans during a time when segregation laws and practices,
among other things, were in place to keep New Afrikans in bondage.
In the book Really Remember The Alamo by William Kincaid, the author
outlines the legacy of New Afrikan subjugation in Tekkk$a$ like this:
“In the September of 1829 slavery was prohibited in Mexico. Because the politically connected
Texans were outraged, one month later, the law was changed to allow slavery only in Texas.
A few months later in early 1830 Mexico altered its policy under a new government that was
less interested in catering to Texas. Mexico passed a law that prohibited further American
settlement, and banned importation of additional slaves into Texas. Stephen Austin presented
a petition for independence to the Mexican government in 1833, and was then arrested and
jailed, until 1835. At that time, there was about 20,000 Texans and 4,000 slaves in Texas.
In December of 1835, General Antonio Santa Anna amended the slavery laws banning
slavery in Texas. The Texans immediately rebelled and declared that they were seceded from
Mexico.”

Kincaid continues by stating:
“One month after the Alamo, in March of 1836, Texas adopted a constitution which included
a provision declaring slavery was legal in Texas. In April, Texans rallied under Sam Houston
and “Remember the Alamo”. They defeated the Mexicans, declared the Republic of Texas,
ratified the Texas constitution and requested US statehood as a slave state. The Mexican/
American War was fought about 10 years after the Alamo, and added a buﬀer territory
between the slave states and slave free Mexico, where many Africans had escaped to freedom.”
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The constitution of 1845, ratified after the U$ annexed Tekkk$a$, defined
New Afrikans as personal property. New Afrikans weren’t allowed to marry nor
form a family, though many oppressors side stepped this law, allowing marriages
and families, seeing that such increased the production rate and could also be
used as a tool to control slaves via their families.
New Afrikans couldn’t protect themselves with arms or otherwise, being that
it was also illegal to strike anyone white. New Afrikans couldn’t assemble or use
the courts against the anglo oppressor nation people.
Tekkk$a$ today has a reputation for administering the death penalty and
the unjust sentence of life without parole at a higher rate than other states. Like
everywhere else, these penalties are utilized tools of national oppression against
semi-colonized nationalities (New Afrikans, Chicanos, Indigenous). This practice
is steeped in so-called “racism” and white supremacist capitalism.
In the early years of Tekkk$a$ (1840s), whippings were stated as an acceptable
punishment for New Afrikans for minor “crimes” such as petty theft. For serious
“crimes”, New Afrikans automatically received the death penalty and there
were many lynched for no reason at all. My mind harkens back to the murders
of Sandra Bland a few years ago and Hasan Shakur, on Black August 31, 2006.
Both were innocent New Afrikan freedom fighters lynched by the state apparatus
apparatus of Tekkk$a$. May they both Rest in Power.
In the 1850s Tekkk$a$ considered slavery essential to its economy. By 1861
Tekkk$a$ had about 200,000 New Afrikan slaves. This was at the beginning
of the Civil War when many KKKonfederate slave holders and big time
plantation owners who were too aﬀluent to fight in the Civil War, sent their
slaves to Tekkk$a$ to prevent federal troops from freeing them. The reputation
of Tekkk$an$’ staunch defense of slavery and dehumanization of Afrikan-ness
was already well established. This was why there were so many slaves unaware
of the supposed Emancipation Proclamation when Union General Gordon
Granger arrived in Galveston on June 19th 1865, declaring all laws of Tekkk$a$
since 1861 were illegal. Let’s not forget, the slave holders did not give up their
“property” willfully. Even on Juneteenth they had to be forced by armed combat
to relinquish their “property”.
The same rings true today, as New Afrikans, Chicano and First Nations’ selfdetermination is considered the white oppressor nation’s “property”, which they
will not relinquish except by force of arms.

By any and all means necessary, we must FREE
Tekkk$a$, Aztlan and New Afrika!
The general public must be made to understand that Tekkk$a$ slavery and
exploitation continues unabated RIGHT NOW in each of the 100+ prisons
owned and/or operated by the state. In the words of our newly freed Comrade
Malik, “End prison slavery in Tekkk$a$.” Free political prisons held KKKaptive
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